Time for Alert-ology or RE-sensitization?

In their case report in this issue of Pediatrics, Carspecken et al describe a child for whom the diagnosis of furosemide allergic hypersensitivity was delayed due to false-positive allergy alert overrides to other drugs. Although articles demonstrating the incidence and prevalence of alert fatigue are not new, I compliment Carspecken for the transparency as to how fatigue from false-positive electronic medical record (EMR) alerts may have adversely affected patient care. I am sure that most of us can review the case report, as can the authors, and will be able to pick apart many case details and see where improvements in the process of care could have been made. As we critique the events as described in this report, I hope that we do so, however, in the spirit of curiosity and in the context of using this case report to foster a culture of safety.

The authors have demonstrated a real series of events with alerts that all of those who use an EMR can identify with or are probably fearful about encountering in an inpatient setting. There is now enough evidence to show that, in general, the use of EMR alerts as visual cues is not nearly as effective as initially imagined. Borrowing a term used in psychology, a constant barrage of alerts can "desensitize" us. This case report should serve as a wake-up call to demonstrate how outcomes could be affected as a result of being desensitized.

Alerts are designed, for the most part, to guide general decisions similarly to what the early version of care guidelines were meant to accomplish. But, as was the experience with these guidelines, there is often insufficient compliance or applicability to sound bedside clinical judgment. Once someone is desensitized to alerts, however, the significance of these alerts when they are actually true positives can be missed.

This case report highlights the need to formally study alternative approaches to the general use of alerts within the EMR. New methods are needed to deliver the message intended by the use of the current EMR alert process, which, as demonstrated in this report, is bringing forth a new type of error that has a real impact on outcomes.

At the same time, clinicians must always remember that the EMR and alerts are simply tools to assist in clinical documentation and communication; these tools currently should neither replace nor minimize accountability that occurs through daily physical examination and reassessments. We need to possess self-discipline and foster that discipline in those we train and mentor to rely not on previous clinical decisions but to perhaps use alerts as teaching “cues” to remind us to take a fresh look at our patients, or if an alert is not applicable, then to eliminate it so we do not become desensitized to other more prevalent alerts.
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If the reliance on alerts results in either the purposeful or fatigue-induced deterioration of clinical assessment and decision-making skills, then alternative messaging techniques should be sought and studied. Much research has been done in the field of desensitization, and now is the time to apply those findings to the use of the EMR.
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